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"Throughout the ages, many things have been used as currency: livestock, grains,
spices, shells, beads, and now paper. But only two things have ever been money: gold
and silver. When paper money becomes too abundant, and thus loses its value, man
always turns back to precious metals. During these times there is always an enormous
wealth transfer, and it is within your power to transfer that wealth away from you or
toward you." --Michael Maloney, precious metals investment expert and historian;
founder and principal, Gold & Silver, Inc. The Advanced Guide to Investing Gold and
Silver tells readers: The essential history of economic cycles that make gold and silver
the ultimate monetary standard. How the U.S. government is driving inflation by diluting
our money supply and weakening our purchasing power Why precious metals are one
of the most profitable, easiest, and safest investments you can make Where, when, and
how to invest your money and realize maximum returns, no matter what the economy's
state Essential advice on avoiding the middleman and taking control of your financial
destiny by making your investments directly.
From the author of Amazon best-sellers "Property Investment For Beginners" and
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"Beyond The Bricks" Over the last 20 years, more than a million Brits have made lifechanging profits from buy-to-let. But as prices keep rising and the tax landscape
changes, investors need to get smarter in order to succeed. It's far from "game over,"
but the game is changing... for the better. The unwary and under-prepared will be
squeezed from the market - leaving educated, strategic investors to have their best
decade yet. The Complete Guide To Property Investment gives you the insight,
information and action plan you need to navigate this new property landscape and
come out on top. It starts by demonstrating - with real-life examples - a range of
strategies suited to achieving different investment goals. Only then does it take you
step by step through every aspect of researching, financing, buying and managing
investment properties. You'll learn: How to formulate a strategy suited to achieving your
investment goals Everything you need to know about financing your investments An
exact step-by-step research process you can use to decide what to invest in How to
manage your investments What the property cycle is, and how you can use it to your
advantage How to build a profitable portfolio for the long-term - including scaling up,
surviving recessions, and exit strategies. Whether you're turning to property to secure
your retirement, start a new career or generate a stream of passive income, this book
will be the most valuable investment you make.
Despite the current volatility in housing markets around the world, property ownership
continues to be seen as safer and more reliable than many other types of investment.
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However, property investment remains a complex business - for example, what type of
investment is best for a portfolio? Has every single expense been accounted for in
renovating that 'bargain' property? What exactly are the implications of the credit crunch
and the sub-prime market for the average property investor? The Complete Guide to
Investing in Property looks at all aspects of generating money from property - whether
that be by renting out spare rooms to lodgers, property development, buying land,
holiday rentals or becoming a landlord. Fully updated for this fifth edition, it takes a
fresh look at investing in the social housing market and using property as part of a
pension plan, as well as providing commentary on the latest legislative developments
governing landlords and tenants.
Whether you?re a first-time real estate investor or a seasoned professional, The
Complete Guide to Buying and Selling Apartment Buildings helps you map out your
future, find apartment buildings at a fair price, finance purchases, and manage your
properties. Now revised and expanded, this Second Edition includes tax planning
advice, case studies of real acquisitions, and appendixes that add detail to the big
picture. Plus, it includes a handy glossary of all the terms investors need to know,
helpful sample forms that make paperwork quick and easy, and updated real estate
forecasts. With this comprehensive guide at hand you?ll find profits easy to come by.
Investing For Beginners is the newbie investor book you ABSOLUTELY need to read if
you are completely clueless about investing. It is aimed at people who have managed
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to save a bit of their hard earned income but are completely stumped as to what to do
with their savings. Written in plain English and extremely light on technical jargon and
financial terminology, this book gives novice investors a clear view of why they should
invest, how they should invest, different assets they can invest in, and simple strategies
they can use to maximize the growth potential of their investment. From STOCKS to
BONDS to REAL ESTATE to even PRIVATE GENERAL PARTNERSHIPS and
PRECIOUS METALS, this book explores a wide range of investing options newbie
investors might not even be aware of. Even with more familiar investment asset classes
like stocks and bonds, this book steps readers through different ways they can invest
and some simple investing strategies they can use. This book is not only easy to
understand, it is aimed at helping you come up with your own personal investment plan.
Using a personalized investment approach, you are more likely to succeed with your
investment goals because your strategy fits your current situation instead of being
imposed on you by a personal financial planner. By introducing the reader to a wide
range of investment assets, this book helps newbie investors get a solid feel for the
advantages and disadvantages of certain assets and how to come up with a balanced
investment portfolio. Written for both young, risk-friendly investors and individuals
nearing retirement age, this book helps investors identify their personal risk profile and
plan their investment strategy accordingly. This book delivers on the following:
Understand Why You Need to Grow Your Money Understand How Compound Growth
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Works When You Invest Your Money How Investments Work in General Before You
Invest, Know Yourself Don't Let the Government Eat Up Your Investment Quick
Introduction to Asset Classes Stock Investing: The What, Where, When, How, and Why
Investing in Real Estate Investing in Bonds Investing in Business Partnerships Investing
in Private Corporations Investing in Precious Metals Investment Vehicles Getting
Organized: How to Form Your Own Personal Investing Plan Investment Strategies Best
of all, this book gets you excited about investing. You learn the basics you need to
protect your hard earned dollars from getting eaten up by inflation. Use this book as
your starting guide to a profitable lifelong investing journey! You worked hard for your
savings. Don't let inflation eat up your savings' value. Start INVESTING Today and
GROW your WEALTH forever. Get this book now and start on the ROAD TO
FINANCIAL FREEDOM AND ABUNDANCE!! Tags: Investing, Investing for beginners,
Investing for dummies, Investing Basics, Investment Books, Investing 101, Stock
Market, Stock Market for beginners, Stock Market for Dummies
Money manager Jonathan D. Pond has taught countless Americans in his series of
bestselling books and PBS specials how to do the seemingly impossible: grow their
money while still living the life they'd like to have. Whether planning for children, trying
to afford the ones you've already got, buying a house, investing for retirement, or just
learning not to live from paycheck to paycheck, Jonathan's energetic, warm, and nononsense financial advice has made him a regular on The Today Show and CNN as
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well as on PBS. In Grow Your Money, Jonathan unpacks the best of his decades of
financial advice to create a cornerstone compendium. Includes: Using debt to your
advantage Why collecting Social Security early is (usually) a mistake Dual-income
homes: does that second paycheck help as much as you think? Getting rich slowly Give
Uncle Sam his due at tax time—but not one penny more Whether you're working on your
third million—or your third year out of college—take advantage of this all-time best
collection of financial tools and tips from one of America's most-loved money managers
and advisers.
Rev. ed. of: The complete guide to investing in real estate tax liens & deeds: how to
earn high rates of return-safely / Jamaine Burrell. c2006.
The 4th Edition of this benchmark book updated to help both professional and casual
investor achieve their goals. Supported by numerous charts and detailed analysis, The
Economist Guide to Investment Strategy outlines how to construct investment
strategies appropriate for individual investors. It looks at the risks and opportunities of
uncomplicated strategies and it comes with wealth-warnings for those who wish to
explore more sophisticated and fashionable investment approaches. It emphasizes the
importance of taking into account insights from behavioral analysis as well as the
principles of traditional finance. It highlights how habitual patterns of decision-making
can lead any of us into costly mistakes, and it stresses how markets are most
dangerous when they appear to be most rewarding.
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The Ultimate Guide to Investing and Trading Stocks THIS BUNDLE IS MADE UP
OF ANDREW JOHNSONS'S MASTERPIECES ON INVESTING AND TRADING
WHICH INCLUDE: Day Trading: The Ultimate Guide to Day Trading: Uncovering
Day Trading Profit Making Secrets AND Options Trading: The Ultimate Guide to
Options Trading: Uncovering Options Trading Profit Making Secrets AND Day
Trading: Strategies on How to Excel at Day Trading AND Options Trading:
Strategies on How to Excel at Options Trading You can make a lot of money
trading and investing in stocks but you can also lose a lot of money if you do not
know what you are doing. This book will share with you proven strategies which
traders use to make successful trades and investments. It no longer has to be a
secret how the traders make money. You can also have that edge with this book.
Inside you will find: Tips for successfully choosing the right trade at the right time
a statistically relevant portion of the time The importance of timing and how to
ensure you always choose the right time to enter or exit a trade The five most
important attributes for every successful day trader to have and how to
implement them in your own life The difference between the butterfly spread and
the modified butterfly spread and when to use each for the best results The
difference between liquid and illiquid options and which you stay away from more
often than not. Why it is important to consider historical volatility before you make
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any moves. Which metrics you are going to want to consider in order to
determine if your trading plan is a dud or a financial stud. Ten different trading
strategies for all seasons and market moods and how to get the most out of each
one. 14 different patterns that will help you determine the current momentum of
the market no matter what the specifics. The 6 different types of gaps and how to
make the most out of each of them before the fills set in. Everything you ever
wanted to know about rising and falling wedges as well as the mysterious
sideways wedge. And much more...
“Buy early and diversify.” But what good is that Wall Street adage for those
entering retirement with little savings? They’re looking for a substantial and quick
return on their money. This guide is for them. It provides retirees with the
knowledge and confidence needed to join the stock market later in the game.
Financial expert Thomas Maskell secures readers’ investments as he introduces
stock market procedures and terminology, helps retirees increase their
investments to multiply their account value, ignores standard Wall Street rhetoric
and trains them to become their own investment experts, and leads them on the
path of short-term buying and selling success. This vital stock, investing, and
trading information is delivered to readers in an accessible and understandable
way. Retirees can now focus on enjoying retirement—rather than affording it.
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All you need to know about investing safely and smartly, with new information on
the latest options—from cryptocurrencies to social media IPOs—in this
comprehensive and updated guide to understanding the current market, setting
realistic goals, and achieving financial success. The best time to start investing is
now—even as little as a few years can make a difference of hundreds of
thousands of dollars by the time retirement comes around. Investing early in your
career is the best way to ensure a secure and successful life all the way through
retirement. For years, The Everything Guide to Investing in Your 20s and 30s has
been guiding young professionals on how to capitalize on the investing market
and make the most out of their money. This all-new and fully updated edition
includes all of the tips, tricks, and investing knowledge while also explaining:
—New technological investing options —How the changing political climate affects
your money —What the rising interest rates mean —Active investing versus
passive investing The Everything Guide to Investing in Your 20s and 30s teaches
you how to maximize your investing strategy and make your money work for you.
Don’t wait. Start investing today!
As demand for real estate has skyrocketed, so have prices. But finding affordable
properties to buy and sell for profit has actually never been easier! Why?
Because foreclosures are at an all-time high, meaning banks and other lenders
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have unprecedented numbers of properties they are all too eager to unload.
That’s your opportunity to acquire prime properties -- both residential and
commercial -- at incredible value, and build a substantial real estate portfolio that
should give you great returns for years to come. But as easy as it might seem to
be to profit in the foreclosure market, the route to success is rife with hazards that
can quickly turn your journey into a disaster. A few precautions and some careful
preparation can prevent a lot of headaches -- and bad investments -- down the
road. The Complete Guide to Investing in Foreclosures is written to help you
identify and take advantage of opportunities while avoiding the pitfalls. Bestselling author Steve Berges gives you: * Secrets for finding great properties
before they’re public knowledge * Foolproof strategies for buying properties at all
stages of foreclosure * Important information you need to know before investing
in any foreclosure * Powerful ways to take advantage of little-known alternatives
like HUD, SBA, VA, and IRS properties, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
foreclosures, pre- and post-foreclosure opportunities, and a lot more * A full
selection of value assessment tools, lead-generation strategies, and practical
step-by-step processes * The 7 Caveats of Investing in Foreclosures
Foreclosures may be the quickest and most reliable way to profit in real
estate–but you’ve got to know what you’re doing. Whether you’re new to the
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game or are already experienced in buying and selling foreclosed properties, The
Complete Guide to Investing in Foreclosures gives you everything you need to
make smart moves at every stage of the process.
Annuity investment has become an increasingly popular option for many
investors each year with the market topping more than $100 billion in sales in
recent years. Due to the dual nature of annuities, they can often be
misunderstood and many invest ors looking for high return rates steer clear of
them, hoping for the quick return ales that they often associate with higher risk
investments. Though, as this book will show you, annuity investment done
properly can be an incredibly powerful tool in helping you reach your full financial
potential without taking substantial risks. In this book, you will learn exactly what
annuities are and how they work. You will see all of the common misconceptions
about annuities and how you can get past those and decide if annuity investment
is right for you. You will learn the primary purpose of an annuity and how it can
help diversify your retirement options. You also will learn which risks are
immediately associated with annuities regarding to your retirement, including
longevity, investment, and planning risks. Interviews with dozens of financial
experts have helped us compile a comprehensive guide on everything you can
imagine related to annuities. You will learn how a fixed annuity operates and
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what you can expect from multi-year agreements as opposed to single-year
agreements or market value adjusted annuities. Index, variable, and income
annuities are also described in full detail in their own chapters along with when
they are the best choice and how they ideally fit into your investment strategies.
You will learn how to properly structure an annuity and how to optimize your
variable investments. You will be shown how to access, get out of, or convert
your annuities when things change in your life and what you can expect to pay in
taxes on your annuities. Finally, you will be walked through the annuity sales
process, including what you should expect from your salesman and ten essential
questions you must ask before you sign any paperwork. If you are considering or
preparing to purchase an annuity in anticipation of your retirement, this book is a
vital tool that you cannot overlook.
It is no secret that investing in real estate can significantly boost one's income.
Many people begin by investing in single-family residential properties and work
their way up to commercial properties, such as duplexes, triplexes, and quads.
However, moving from one to the other may seem like a big leap. This new book,
The Complete Guide to Investing in Duplexes, Triplexes, Fourplexes, and Mobile
Homes, will make the transition effortless, as it explains everything you need to
know in easy-to-understand language and points out dozens of hints and
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suggestions. By reading this new, extensively-researched book, you will become
knowledgeable in all areas of commercial real estate investing, including cash
flow, appreciation, tax benefits, equity buildup and leveraging, due diligence,
gross rental income, vacancy loss, operating expenses, debt service, zoning,
triple net leases, and contracts. You also will learn about the potential gains and
losses, the consequences, loans, proven techniques, effective strategies,
advantages and disadvantages of direct and indirect investing, and asset
management techniques. In addition, you will discover how to buy with no money
down, how to get cash back at closing, how to eliminate your risk, how to decide
whether to buy or hold, how to keep good tenants, how to determine and
compare property value, how to structure deals, how to limit your personal
liability, how to inspect a building, how to take out a mortgage, how to secure
financing, how to negotiate, how to read economic cycles, how to avoid the
common mistakes, and how to decipher tax issues. You will be prepared for
restrictions pertaining to children, pets, parking, vehicles, boats, music,
maintenance, club memberships, recreation facility leases, use of recreational
facilities, and common areas. Whether you are a new investor looking to get
started or a seasoned veteran looking to enhance your portfolio, The Complete
Guide to Investing in Duplexes, Triplexes, Fourplexes, and Mobile Homes will
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provide you with all the information you need to accomplish your investment
goals. Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in
Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company president s
garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for nonfiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small
business, healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic
Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that
give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case
studies with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact information, and
web sites of the products or companies discussed.
A financial expert provides investors with a fundamental introduction to the world
of money and investing; identifyng market players, strategies, and theories; and
covering such topics as stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and retirement planning.
DescriptionAre you thinking about making more money but aren't too excited
about getting another job?Are you thinking about ways in which you can improve
your finances but can't seem to find a way to do it?Are you thinking about how
you can cut down on debt but simply don't know where to get started?Are you
thinking about the life that you wish you could live but have trouble figuring out
how to make it happen?If you are thinking about any of these questions, then this
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book will provide you with the answers you are looking for. In this book, you will
learn about how you can get started in the world of investing. Most importantly,
you'll learn how to become a successful investor without having a huge sum of
money.Often, it can be difficult to get started in the world of investing, especially
with all the choices out there. There is so much information to deal with that it can
be overwhelming. Everywhere you go, there are gurus claiming to have the
perfect system. Others claim to have discovered the stock that will make you rich
and so on...However, it's not that easy. In fact, you'll be surprised to find that it
doesn't take a long time to build wealth. But when you have the right approach,
you will build the kind of wealth that can explode.In this volume, you will learn
about the following topics:The fundamentals of investing and what you need to
do to get startedThe right kinds of investments and asset classesThe right
allocation of assets based on your ageThe secrets to making money across
various asset classes (not just stocks)The biggest mistakes that new investors
make and how to avoid themThe best way to get started with little moneyHow to
improve your overall financial healthHow to save more money without having to
slash your budgetThe easiest way to turn a small sum of money into a
sustainable source of incomeThe newest kinds of assets in which you can invest
in... and so much more!With this book, you'll discover the best way to get started
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in the world of investing. You will uncover the secrets that financial gurus don't
want you to learn. In fact, the so-called experts you see on TV don't want you to
know about these secrets.Why?Because they are so straightforward that you
won't need them to tell you what to do. If anything, you'll be the one giving advice
to your friends and family. They will think you are a financial genius when they
see how you can turn your financial life around in a short time period.So, let's get
started on the road to financial success. The keys to the kingdom are yours for
the taking. It's up to you to make the all-important decision to get started. The
beginning of the life you have always wanted is right here.See you on the inside!
If you’re looking for practical information to answer all your “How?” “What?” and
“Why?” questions about money, this book is for you. Dave Ramsey’s Complete Guide
to Money covers the A to Z of Dave’s money teaching, including how to budget, save,
dump debt, and invest. You’ll also learn all about insurance, mortgage options,
marketing, bargain hunting and the most important element of all?giving. This is the
handbook of Financial Peace University. If you’ve already been through Dave’s nineweek class, you won’t find much new information in this book. This book collects a lot
of what he’s been teaching in FPU classes for 20 years, so if you’ve been through
class, you’ve already heard it! It also covers the Baby Steps Dave wrote about in The
Total Money Makeover, and trust us?the Baby Steps haven’t changed a bit. So if
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you’ve already memorized everything Dave’s ever said about money, you probably
don’t need this book. But if you’re new to this stuff or just want the all-in-one resource
for your bookshelf, this is it!
The Complete Guide to Investing in Exchange Traded FundsHow to Earn High Rates of
Return - SafelyAtlantic Publishing Company
As the U.S. economy struggles to recover from the worst economic crisis since the
Great Depression, citizens across the country are searching for alternative investment
vehicles. Many are finding solace in a precious metal that has been a universal
measure of wealth since early civilization: gold. Investment brokers and novices alike
are reaping the benefits that come with diversifying their investments. Goldâe(tm)s
value is determined by a number of factors including the volume of the metal held by
prosperous countries, the rarity of the metal as it is refined, and current market trends,
such as inflation and the movement of the investment market. In 1910, gold was worth
$20 an ounce; a century later, in 2010, the value of gold reached nearly $1,120 an
ounce. This book discusses where the value of these metals first originated and how
they have evolved over the course of human history. You will learn how practical uses
of precious metals have directly affected their value over time and how metals like gold
and silver are direct indicators of the current state of the economy. Most importantly,
you will learn to recognize market trends that pinpoint the risk of inflation and the
exodus from stock to precious metals that will often occur as a result. You will learn
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how to use mutual funds and futures to diversify your portfolio without spreading
yourself too thin. With advice from dozens of financial experts and commodities traders,
you will learn how to maximize your return and minimize your risk. If you are looking to
diversify your portfolio and protect your investments, The Complete Guide to Investing
in Gold and Precious Metals is your handbook for making the most from your
investment. Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in
Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s
garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction
books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small business,
healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides
itself on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date,
pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every
book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies
discussed.
Have you ever dreamed about having a bottomless bank account? Can you believe that
it is possible, even if your dad isn't a banker or a lottery winner? If yes, then keep
reading... Investing is a word that often sends chills down the spines of most teens. But
the truth is, investing isn't an impossible task. You don't have to be born with a silver
spoon in your mouth to build up your wealth to seven figures. The purpose of this guide
is to reveal that investing is not all that complicated. What's more, the financial rewards
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of investing are well worth the effort and time needed to learn a few good principles.
This guide will help you understand how to invest your money, show you where to find
opportunities for investment and give you valuable tips on building an investment
portfolio. In this little book you will discover all the benefits that investing can provide
you and how to start to invest. Among the other things, you will learn: What Are the
Best 10 Reasons to Start to Investing Now How to Set Smart Financial Goals How the
Power of Compounding Interest Can Work for You What Are the Right Time and The
Right Way to Invest Why You Should Start to Invest in Bonds, Stocks and ETFs How to
Choose between different types of Investments What Are the Worst Pitfalls of Early and
Good Investors (and How to Avoid Them) Laws, Taxes and Tax-Friendly Investments:
Tips for Parents ...And Much More! This book will show you how stocks, bonds, crypto,
mutual funds, ETFs or even comic books- have the potential to generate a financial
return over time! There are so many reasons you should learn how and when to make
investments! Commit yourself to your ultimate goal of achieving financial freedom, and
you'll be one step closer to realize your dreams. It's an activity that, when done right,
can turn out to be one of the best decisions you make in your life. Make your first step
towards your financial freedom Scroll up this page and Click Buy Now!
Explains different types of investing, including savings accounts, bonds, stocks, and
mutual funds and provides information to help make decisions on each kind of
investment.
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This practical, real-world guide gives investors all the tools they need to make wise
decisions when weighing the value and potential of investment properties. Written for
old pros as well as novice investors, this friendly, straightforward guide walks readers
step by step through every stage of property analysis. Whether you're buying or selling,
investing in big commercial properties or single-family rentals, you'll find expert
guidance and handy resources on every aspect of real estate finance, including: *
Proven, effective valuation techniques * Finance tips for all different kinds of property *
How various financing strategies affect investments * Structuring financial instruments,
including leverage, debt, equity, and partnerships * Measurements and ratios for
investment performance, including capitalization rates and gross rent multiplier ratios *
Future and present value analysis * How the appraisal process works * Primary
appraisal methods-replacement cost, sales comparison, and income capitalization-and
how to know which one to use * How to understand financial statements, including
income, balance, and cash flow * Case studies for single-family rentals, multifamily
conversions, apartment complexes, and commercial office space * A detailed glossary
of important real estate terminology
Long kept a secret by financial insiders, index funds are rapidly growing in popularity.
Index funds are unit trusts that track the performance of an index. An investor can buy
shares comprising the index or buy a sample of shares that make up the index. A fund's
value is linked to the index, meaning that if the index rises, the value of the fund also
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rises. Index funds outperform 80 percent of managed funds, and more and more
investors are turning to these funds to reduce the anxiety and expense of trying to beat
the market and predict what stocks, bonds, or mutual funds will perform well. In this
book you will find out why insiders have kept these funds a secret and how you can
benefit from them. In this new, comprehensive book, you will learn the different indexing
methods, including traditional indexing, synthetic indexing, and enhanced indexing, and
you will learn the advantages of index funds, among them low costs, simplicity, and
lower turnovers. You will read about diversification, asset allocation, capital gains tax
considerations, enhanced index funds, and the common mistakes investors make with
index funds. Furthermore, you will learn how to achieve balance, how individual funds
perform, how to use exchange traded funds for effective asset allocation, how to
choose the right fund, how to develop a portfolio, how to gauge portfolio risk, and how
to determine your risk capacity. We will provide you with a list of funds, specific
strategies, and step-by-step guidance on active indexing. We will explain the efficiency
of indexing, the flexibility of active portfolio management strategies, and the benefits of
index funds compared to traditional mutual funds. Whether you are a first time investor
or a stock market pro, you will discover valuable information about how index funds
work, what factors to consider before investing, and how to avoid common pitfalls. By
reading The Complete Guide to Investing in Index Funds you will ultimately learn how
to maximize your return while minimizing your risk. Atlantic Publishing is a small,
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independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years
ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become
a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering
subjects such as small business, healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real
estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality
manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and
case studies with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact information, and
web sites of the products or companies discussed.
Whether you're a complete investing novice or just confused about all the contradictory
advice out there, A Beginner's Guide to Investing is an accessible guide to growing
your money the smart and easy way. Throw away the get-rich quick schemes that
never work and turn off the financial news and it's constant noise. Whether your dream
is protecting your assets in a turbulent market or growing your wealth so that you can
retire in style, this book is the blueprint. You can be a successful investor - really. Join
Ivy Bytes, an innovative start-up dedicated to creating accessible content on crucial
issues, and Alex Frey, a lifelong investor and Harvard MBA, as they show you: - How
you can realistically expect to double your money every 7-10 years - Why most
investors achieve stunningly poor returns on their money - and how to avoid turning into
one of them - How to choose an investment account that you can keep for the rest of
your life - How to out-perform the vast majority of professional investors while taking
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less risk - How to quickly create a portfolio of diversified ETFs (exchange traded funds)
- How to put in as few as three to five hours every year on your investing - and still beat
80% of investors - Why you may not be properly diversified in holding the most popular
index mutual funds - How endowments like Yale university have consistently beaten the
overall stock market - and what you can learn from them - Why the vast majority of
mutual funds fail to live up to their promise - Why your financial adviser and mutual fund
manager might be getting more rich than you off of your investments - What the terms
"beta" and "alpha" mean - and why understanding them is critical to retiring rich - How
to maximize your tax savings by using a 401(k) and IRA - When and how to re-balance
your portfolio - How to have the confidence to manage your money for life - And more.
About the Authors Alex Frey has been engrossed in the investing world since the age of
16. He has served previously as a research analyst for a major mutual fund company.
Alex has successfully passed all three Chartered Financial Analyst examinations, and
has an MBA from the Harvard Business School. He lives in San Francisco, CA. When
he is not writing, he enjoys reading, investing, and doing just about anything outdoors.
Ivy Bytes is an innovative start-up building authoritative, yet accessible guides to
subjects in the fields of politics, current events, economics, and finance. Ivy Bytes
books are thoroughly researched and extensively fact-checked, so that you can be sure
you are getting the latest in mainstream thought - not misguided conspiracy theories or
reckless self-promotion.
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Short-term trading refers to the practice of buying and selling financial instruments within the
same trading week or, at most, a few weeks. Short-term traders buy and sell stocks over a few
days or weeks in the hope that their stocks will continue climbing in value for the time they own
them, making for quick and, often, huge profits. Some of the more commonly traded financial
instruments are stocks, stock options, currencies, and futures contracts such as equity index
futures, interest rate futures, and commodity futures. Short-term trading was once the preserve
of banks, financial firms, and professional investors. Many traders are bank or investment firms
employees working in equity investment and fund management. As with many other business
segments, the Internet, technology, and legislative changes have opened up this attractive
marketplace to a new breed of individual investors and speculators working part-time. You and
I can now stand on an even playing field with the largest banks, wealthiest individuals, and
trading institutions from the comfort of home. Short-term trading can provide you with very high
and secure rate of return as high as 12%, 18%, 24%, or even 300%. If performed correctly,
short-term trading can far outpace all other investment techniques. The key is to know how to
perform this process correctly. This all sounds great, but what is the catch? There really is
none, except you must know what you are doing! This groundbreaking and exhaustively
researched new book will provide everything you need to know to get you started generating
high-investment returns with low risk from start to finish. In this easy to read and
comprehensive new book you will learn how to set up your online account, how to choose the
correct software to use in trading, how to get started in short-term trading, how to invest in
short-term stocks, evaluate performance, and handle fees and taxes. This book delves into
trading tactics for swing trading, position trading, leveraging the stock market, selling short, and
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pinpointing entry, exits, and targets for your trades. You will pick up the language of a trader so
that you recognize candlestick patterns, advancing and declining issues and volume, call
options, and put options. You will know how to find the very best stocks every day, how to read
and prosper with stock charts, how to use the New York Stock Exchange tick indicator and
trading index (TRIN), the Commodity Channel Index (CCI), the moving average
convergence/divergence (MACD), the Dow 30-Day Moving Average. As you read this book,
the mysteries of short-term trading will unfold so that you can double or even triple your
investment all while avoiding the common traps and pitfalls. In addition, we took the extra effort
and spent an unprecedented amount of time researching, interviewing, e-mailing, and
communicating with hundreds of today s most successful investors. Aside from learning the
basics of mutual fund trading you will be privy to their secrets and proven successful ideas.
Instruction is great, but advice from experts is even better, and the experts chronicled in this
book are earning millions. If you are interested in learning essentially everything there is to
know about short-term investing as well as hundreds of hints, tricks, and tips on how to earn
enormous profits in short-term investing while controlling your investments, then this book is for
you. Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida.
Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic Publishing
has grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in
print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living, management, finance, careers,
and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality
manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case
studies with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the
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products or companies discussed.
Offers advice on the advantages and disadvantages of investment in bonds, stocks,
collectibles, savings accounts, commodities, tax shelters, real estate, and retirement plans
THE ULTIMATE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO INVESTING! The ONLY investing book that is
written by a CFP® practitioner with 30+ years of investment experience helping others to
invest wisely to achieve all of their financial goals in life. ->Do you want to learn how to create
real wealth in the stock market? Then you NEED this book. Buy now and start reading today!
->Do you want to learn how to create passive income and retire early? Then you NEED this
book. Buy now and start reading today! ->Do you want to learn how to day trade stocks and
avoid costly mistakes that beginners make? Then you NEED this book. Buy now and start
reading today! ->Do you want to learn how to create financial freedom and live the life you
deserve?? Then you NEED this book. Buy now and start reading today! Best-selling author
Ted D. Snow, CFP®, MBA has a knack for making complex ideas clear while endowing his
readers with a wealth of powerful new knowledge. Whether you are a newcomer to investing or
a veteran looking for a fresh perspective, you will enjoy the unique and practical vision for
investing success offered in the Investing QuickStart Guide. Bringing the wisdom of 30+ years
in the finance industry to bear--much to the benefit of novice learners and experienced
investors alike. Snow’s intrepid but practical asset-allocation investment philosophy is
masterfully communicated and highly appropriate for market newcomers. The key insights of
Warren Buffet, Peter Lynch, Burton Malkiel, and James Altucher all play important roles in this
seminal investment resource. But unlike most of today’s books on investing, the Investing
QuickStart Guide is as simple as it is comprehensive. Investing QuickStart Guide is Perfect
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For: Companion to The Intelligent Investor! Stock Market Education for Teen & Kids! Beginners
with Zero Prior Experience! Experienced Investors who Want to Go to the Next Level! Discover
the Secrets of Successfully Investing In: Stocks! (Including Dividend Paying Stocks!) Mutual
Funds! ETFS! Bonds! Index Funds! REITS! Commodities! Investing QuickStart Guide Covers:
Everything You Need to Know Before You Make Your First Trade! How To Take Advantage Of
Opportunities In The Market Without Relying On Guesswork! How to Evaluate and Compare
Stocks and Other Securities! How Disciplined Approaches to Investing Can Lead to Early
Retirement and Financial Freedom! How National And Global Economic And Geopolitical
Factors Can Influence Investment Prospects! This book has been reviewed by The Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). *LIFETIME ACCESS TO FREE INVESTING DIGITAL
ASSETS*: Investing QuickStart Guide comes with free lifetime access to a library of exclusive
tools and videos designed to help you get started quickly and become a better trader faster,
including: - Stock Selection Tool - Portfolio Tracker Workbook - Goal Setting Workbook And
Many More! *GIVING BACK*: ClydeBank Media proudly supports One Tree Planted as a
reforestation partner.
Bonds have long been a stalwart of investment. More than $100 billion was invested in
municipal bonds alone in 2006. Now, with the economy a little less certain than it has been in
recent decades, the demand for a secure place to invest money has lead to resurgence in
interest in the use of bonds for many investors. Because there are many peculiarities in bond
investment, you must have a basic understanding of the market, the bond issuer, how to
measure rates of return and how to maximize those rates. This book provides anyone who has
never invested in bonds before the ideal handbook to start investing in and earning massive
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returns from bonds. You will learn everything the savvy investor needs to effectively turn a high
risk portfolio into a constantly growing, steadily developing source of wealth. You will learn how
bonds operate on a very basic level, including the numerous different kinds of bonds and how
bond funds can be a highly lucrative option. You will learn the fundamental differences
between government, municipal, and corporate bonds and how much of a return you can
expect from each. You will learn the basic methods of valuation and yield that bonds are
measured by and how you can evaluate bonds with three basic steps. You will be guided
through determining the face value, coupon rate, and sale price of a bond, as well as the
ratings, insurance, maturity, callability, and taxes that might be associated with it. The
importance of interest rates, inflation, and supply and demand in affecting the yield of your
bonds will be detailed as well to ensure you make a careful investment. In addition to a
comprehensive guide on the many options and methods of investing in bonds, dozens of
interviews with financial gurus from around the nation have been conducted to provide critical,
real world advice on how to successfully invest your money into bonds. You will be shown the
risk free methods by which to invest in bonds, making low interest returns on U.S. government
bonds, as well as the higher risk methods that will allow you to make great returns by investing
in industrial and corporate bonds. You will learn how to look overseas for even more lucrative
options and how to measure the risk of your bonds based on the debt in which you are
investing and the callability of any one bond issuer. You will be shown how to effectively
balance your portfolio to include bonds without ignoring the necessity and place for other
investments. For any investor who has been agonizing over how to safely invest money for a
high return, this book is for you, guiding you through the complex, but rewarding, world of bond
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investments. Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in Ocala,
Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic
Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450
titles are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living, management,
finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning,
high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples,
and case studies with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact information, and web
sites of the products or companies discussed.
With this nuts-and-bolts guide, both savvy and novice investors can discover the secrets to
profiting from personal and corporate debt, including municipal tax liens, defaulted credit card
debt, discount promissory notes, mortgage foreclosures, and micro loans. Anyone can
participate in these investments, but not all of these options are as easy as calling a broker –
they require some legwork and research – so many of these opportunities often go untapped.
While there are many books on alternative investment ideas, none provide this level of
practical information and advice. How To Invest in Debt provides everything readers need to
capitalize on these investments. Readers will discover: How to find and purchase debt at a
deep discount How to do effective due diligence and pick the ones that are most likely to pay
off How to collect debt, and the secrets to making short-term high interest loans Buying future
streams of cash flow Overcoming what could go wrong before it happens And much more.
Dozens of charts, table, forms, spreadsheets, and diagrams empower readers to get started
right away, with all the tools they will need to collect and analyze data and pursue the most
profitable opportunities. How To Invest in Debt shows that if you're willing to do the work, you
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can profit from debt.
Many people have become very rich in the commodity markets. It is one of a few investment
areas where an individual with limited capital can make extraordinary profits in a relatively
short period of time. Commodities are agreements to buy and sell virtually anything that is
harvested except onions. (A 1958 federal law prohibits trading onions.) Such goods are raw or
partly refined materials whose value mainly reflects the costs of finding or gathering them.
They are traded for processing or incorporation into final goods. Examples are crude oil,
cotton, rubber, grains, and metals and other minerals. Since it is impractical to transport these
bulky, often perishable materials, what is actually traded are commodities futures contracts, or
options, that are agreements to buy or sell at an agreed upon price on a specific date. Trading
in futures and options is speculative in nature and there is a substantial risk of loss. These
investments are not suitable for everyone, and only risk capital should be used. As with many
other business segments, the Internet and technology have opened up this attractive
marketplace to a new breed of individual investors and speculators working part-time. You and
I can now stand on an even playing field with the largest banks, wealthiest individuals, and
trading institutions from the comfort of home. Commodity trading can provide you with very
high, secure rate of return, in some cases as high as 12%, 18%, 24%, or even 300% or more
per year. If performed correctly, commodity trading will far outpace all other investments. The
key is to know how to perform this process correctly. This all sounds great, but what is the
catch? There really is none, except you must know what you are doing! This book will provide
everything you need to know to get you started generating high investment returns from start to
finish. In this easy to read and comprehensive book you will learn what commodity trading and
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futures are, how to set up your account online, how to choose software to use in trading, how
to invest in commodities, evaluate their performance, and handle fees and taxes. This book
explores numbers of investing strategies and tactics, charting techniques, and position trading.
You will pick up the language of a trader so that you recognize terminology and know how to
use leverage, call options, put options, advancing and declining issues, advancing and
declining volume, the Commodity Channel Index (CCI), and commodity charts, among others.
Like the pros who have been trading commodities for years, you will learn how to pinpoint
entry, exits, and targets for your trades, and use insider secrets to help you double or even
triple your investment all while avoiding the common traps and pitfalls. Aside from learning the
basics of commodity and futures trading you will be privy to their secrets and proven
successful ideas. Instruction is great, but advice from experts is even better, and the experts
chronicled in this book are earning millions. If you are interested in learning essentially
everything there is to know about commodity and futures investing in addition to hundreds of
tactics, tricks, and tips on how to earn enormous profits in commodity trading while controlling
your investments, then this book is for you. Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent
publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company
presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for
non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small business,
healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself
on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent
information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every book has
resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed.
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In the wake of the recent financial crisis, many will agree that it is time for a fresh approach to
portfolio management. The Complete Guide to Portfolio Construction and Management
provides practical investment advice for building a robust, diversified portfolio. Written by a
high-profile investment adviser, this book reveals a practical portfolio management framework
and new approach to portfolio construction based on four key market forces: macro,
fundamental, technical, and behavioural. It is an insight that takes the focus off numbers,
looking instead at the role of risk and behavior in finance. As we have seen with the recent
finance meltdown, traditional portfolio management techniques are flawed. Investors need to
understand those flaws and learn how to incorporate risk management and behavioral finance
into their asset management strategies. With a foreword by industry leader Francois-Serge
L'habitant, this is your one-stop guide, with new ways for you to manage, grow and preserve
your investment portfolio, even in uncertain markets.
There are hundreds of exhibits in the investment "factor zoo." Which ones are actually worth
your time, and your money? Andrew L. Berkin and Larry E. Swedroe, co-authors of The
Incredible Shrinking Alpha, bring you a thorough yet still jargon-free and accessible guide to
applying one of today's most valuable quantitative, evidence-based approaches to
outperforming the market: factor investing. Designed for savvy investors and professional
advisors alike, Your Complete Guide to Factor-Based Investing: The Way Smart Money
Invests Today takes you on a journey through the land of academic research and an extensive
review of its 50-year quest to uncover the secret of successful investing. Along the way, Berkin
and Swedroe cite and distill more than 100 academic papers on finance and introduce five
unique criteria that a factor (at its most basic, a characteristic or set of characteristics common
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among a broad set of securities) must meet to be considered worthy of your investment. In
addition to providing explanatory power to portfolio returns and delivering a premium, Swedroe
and Berkin argue a factor should be persistent, pervasive, robust, investable and intuitive. By
the end, you'll have learned that, within the entire "factor zoo," only certain exhibits are worth
visiting and only a handful of factors are required to invest in the same manner that made
Warren Buffett a legend. Your Complete Guide to Factor-Based Investing: The Way Smart
Money Invests Today offers an in-depth look at the evidence practitioners use to build
portfolios and how you as an investor can benefit from that knowledge, rendering it an
essential resource for making the informed and prudent investment decisions necessary to
help secure your financial future.

Learn all about saving and compounding, budgeting, debt, negotiations, and
more in this ultimate guide to finances and money! It’s never too early to start
saving those dollars! This extensive guide is perfect for teenagers, millennials,
and even adults who want to learn more about how to handle money, banking,
and investing in their future accounts. No more insecurity about the low funds in
those bank accounts. Written by a financial advocate, this comprehensive guide
is easy to understand and filled with fun graphics, tempting even the most
uninterested teen to read and follow along. Encouraging financial independence
and good saving habits, this book will teach you concepts and skills such as:
Setting financial goals Risk v. reward Diversification Financial advising
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Minimizing costs and expenses And more! Statistically, Americans as a whole
are financially illiterate; 21 percent of adults think that winning the lottery is their
best chance of retirement! It is not too late to start learning how to best spend,
save, and invest your money. With plenty of fun facts and basic lessons and
takeaways, The Young Adult’s Guide to Investing is the perfect way to start
planning your best financial future!
Purchasing tax lien instruments from city, county, and municipal governments
can provide you with very high and secure rates of return, in some cases as high
as 12%, 18%, 24%, or even 1,000% or more per year. If performed correctly,
investments in tax lien instruments will far outpace stock market performance,
even traditional real estate investments. The key is to know how to perform this
process correctly. Tax lien certificates and deeds are not purchased through a
broker; you purchase these property tax liens directly from the state or county
government (depending on the state). This type of investment was created by
state law, and state law protects you as the investor. Investing in tax liens and
deeds can be very rewarding. Tax liens can be tax deferred or even tax-free. You
can purchase them in your self-directed IRA. Interest rates vary but average
between 4% and 18%. The interest rates are fixed by local governments,
essentially a government-guaranteed loan. Additionally, the investment is
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secured by real property (real estate). This sounds great, but what is the catch?
There really is none, except you must know what you are doing! This
groundbreaking and exhaustively researched new book will provide everything
you need to know to get you started on generating high-investment returns with
low risk, from start to finish. You will learn what property tax liens and tax lien
certificates are; how to invest in tax lien certificates; how to buy tax lien
certificates; insider secrets to help you double or even triple your investment, how
to start with under $1,000; the risks, traps, and pitfalls to avoid; and a detailed
directory of states that sell tax lien certificates with contact information. In
addition, we spent thousands of hours interviewing, e-mailing, and
communicating with hundreds of today's most successful investors. This book is
a compilation of their secrets and proven successful ideas. If you are interested
in learning hundreds of hints, tricks, and secrets on how to purchase tax liens
and deeds and earn enormous profits, then this book is for you.
Fully revised and updated second edition. This is your one-stop, definitive
resource as you prepare for a secure and comfortable retirement. Investment and
personal finance experts Larry Swedroe and Kevin Grogan present uniquely
comprehensive coverage of every important aspect you need to think about as
you approach retirement, including: Social Security, Medicare, investment
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planning strategy, portfolio maintenance, preparing your heirs, retirement issues
faced by women, the threat of elder financial abuse, going beyond financials to
think about your happiness, and much more. These topics are explained with the
help of specialists in each subject. And everything is based on the "science of
investing" – evidenced with studies from peer-reviewed journals. Overall, this
adds up to a complete retirement guide, packed with the latest and best
knowledge. Don't enter your retirement without it.
Currently, there are nearly 200 publicly traded real estate investment trusts (more
commonly referred to as REITs) in operation in the United Sates with a combined
$500 billion in assets. An estimated two-thirds of REITS are traded on national
stock exchanges. A REIT is a real estate company that offers its shares to the
public. By doing so, a REIT stock becomes like any other stock that represents
the holder s ownership in a business. However, REITs have two distinct features:
REITs manage groups of income-producing properties and must distribute 90
percent of profits as dividends. The Complete Guide to Investing in REITs will
teach you everything you need to know about REITs and how you can earn high
rates of return. In this book, you will learn about publicly and privately held
REITs, Net Asset Value (NAV), Adjusted Funds From Operations (AFFO), Cash
Available for Distribution (CAD), the benefits associated with REITS, dividend
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reinvestment programs (DRiPs), capitalization rate, equitization, leverage,
positive spread investing, securitization, and straight-lining. You will also learn
about equity, mortgage, and hybrid REITs and the more specific types, including
residential, office, industrial, and retail. The Complete Guide to Investing in REITs
will walk you through finding the appropriate REIT for you. This book will also
teach you how to manage your REIT, how to limit your personal risk, how to
understand REIT performance, and how to analyze REITs. By reading this book,
you will know and understand the pitfalls of investing in REITs, you will know how
REITs behave as an investment class and how to best integrate them into your
portfolio, and you will know what economic issues affect real estate and the
effects these have on REITs. This book is not merely for the novice investor who
wants to learn everything possible about real estate investment trusts;
professional investors, financial planners, and investment advisors will also find
valuable information in this book. Ultimately, The Complete Guide to Investing in
REITs will help you stabilize and grow your portfolio and earn high rates of return
by providing you with vital information and practical guidance. Atlantic Publishing
is a small, independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded
over twenty years ago in the company president s garage, Atlantic Publishing has
grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450
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titles are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living,
management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself
on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date,
pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice.
Every book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or
companies discussed.
The growth of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) in recent years alongside an
unprecedented access to investment resources by any individual with a computer
has led to a major boost in the market for many of these funds. According to
recently released numbers reported in the Chicago Tribune, there are more than
$608 billion in assets within ETFs, with almost $400 billion of that in domestically
traded assets an increase of almost 40 percent in one year. This book will
provide for you a complete guide to both understanding how to invest in
Exchange Traded Funds and to earn the highest possible rates of return without
risking your financial future. You will learn why the ETF has become the next
major addition to essentially every casual trader s portfolio, offering a viable
alternative to high-fee mutual funds and Wall Street infused stock trading. You
will discover the multiple ways in which you can build the stock equity side of
your portfolio, through large and small growth, sector investing, international
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investing, and with specialized stock ETFs. In addition to standard forms of ETFs,
you will learn the various forms of Bond ETFs, Real Estate Investment Trading
ETFs, and Commodity ETFs for gold, silver, and other precious metals. Also, you
will discover why you should include a mixture of non-ETF investments in your
portfolio to remain diversified at all times. A special section detailing a sample
ETF portfolio and how yours should be organized will help you understand the
format and building structure for ETF investments. The keys to buying and
holding successfully, a stark change from normal investment strategies, will help
you learn what ETFs do differently, while the listing of rule exceptions make it
easy to recognize when you will have even more options than you originally
expected. Through countless hours of interviews with financial professionals and
newly independent traders like yourself, you will learn exactly how ETFs are
being used today to revolutionize the world of personal finance, including
retirement funding, education savings, and portfolio diversification. A list of
commonly asked questions will ensure that every possible question you currently
have is taken care of and the top ten mistakes that every new investor makes
when starting with ETFs will help keep you from increasing your risk. You will be
shown the entire corral of trading options at your disposal, both online and offline,
and how Internet trading can help to increase your returns even further. The vital
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task of risk management is touched on repeatedly within each chapter, while
trading profiles help you understand which investments have been most
successful in recent years. For anyone getting ready to start trading in the highly
lucrative ETF market, this book is a must have tool. Atlantic Publishing is a small,
independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty
years ago in the company presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic Publishing has
grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450
titles are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living,
management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself
on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date,
pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice.
Every book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or
companies discussed.
The best-selling author of A Random Walk Down Wall Street takes the mystery
out of the investment process by presenting ten easy-to-follow rules, which range
from "Fire your investment adviser" and "Start now" to "The Market Is Smarter
than You Are," designed to promote long-term financial success and security.
Reprint. 30,000 first printing.
Maximize profits in the single-family and multi-unit rental market You probably
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know that small rental properties are among the safest, most affordable, and
most profitable investments around. With the a little help, however, you can
minimize both your investment and your costs and send your profits straight
through the roof! In this comprehensive handbook, real estate investing expert
Steve Berges reveals the secrets that have made him one of the most successful
entrepreneurs in the field. He shows you all of the indispensable tricks of the
trade, explains why they are so important, and connects them to other essential
steps for super-profitable investing. Arming you with his Five Golden Rules for
Success, Steve Berges also shows you how to: Select a house and negotiate the
best price and terms Perform a comprehensive financial analysis to maximize
value Secure financing and prepare for your closing Find qualified tenants and
draft favorable lease agreements Reduce operating costs, increase rents, and
improve profitability Avoid the little-known pitfalls of real estate investing With
Steve Berges' expert guidance and no-nonsense advice, you can maximize your
investment, minimize your time and effort, and make the most of every foray into
the real estate market.
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